
How to be a supportive partner to a woman in labor	


Digital Birth is an iPhone game that helps women and their 
partners prepare for labor and childbirth. 
 

It simulates a woman going through labor, from the time 
that contractions start to the moment that the baby is born. 
 

You, the player, are the birth partner: a husband/wife/
boyfriend/girlfriend/etc., who is supporting the mother-to-
be throughout the course of labor. 
 

Your goal is to ensure that the mother’s needs are taken care 
of, that she is comfortable, and that her birth experience is 
positive! 

Displayed information 
•  Support and energy are shown graphically as bars 

on the main screen 
•  Coping is shown through different facial expressions 
•  The mother can be in different positions (sitting 

down, lying on her back or side, reclining in a tub) 
•  She can change position on her own, or be 

encouraged to switch positions via user actions 
•  Real-time contraction monitor 
 

User interaction 
•  A button bar slides out, giving access to several 

categories of actions 
•  Audio feedback lets the user know what each action 

is, and what effect the action has had 

Challenges 
•  The game must blend ease of use, challenge, and realism 

(to make sure that lessons learned apply to actual birth 
scenarios) 
•  UI must be accessible and intuitive 
 

Solutions 
•  Data model is realistic, but simulation details are hidden; 

the user sees only what a non-medically-trained layperson 
would be able to see, in a realistic birth scenario 
•  Virtually no text; user interface elements are graphical, 

supplemented by short recorded audio clips 
•  Randomized factors (labor duration, mother-to-be’s 

“personality”, etc.) mean that no two games will be the 
same 

Digital Birth was written in Objective C, using Apple's 
Cocoa API and the UIKit framework. 
Custom drawing code was done in Quartz (CoreGraphics). 
Digital Birth runs on the iPhone and iPod Touch. 

•  Make the user a more supportive partner for the woman 
giving birth 
•  Improve the mother-to-be’s birth experience 
•  Minimize need for invasive and uncomfortable medical 

intervention 

Support 
•  The woman wants a certain amount of support 

from her birth partner 
•  Too little support (not doing enough to help or 

make her more comfortable) or too much support 
(trying too hard, not giving her enough personal 
space) is bad 

Coping 
•  Labor can be uncomfortable and painful — how 

well is the mother coping with the discomfort and 
pain? 

•  Being a supportive partner helps her cope 
•  The stronger (and more painful) the contractions, 

the harder it is to cope with 

Energy 
•  How tired is the mother? 
•  Relaxation helps restore energy 
•  Changing position, walking, and other strenuous 

actions are tiring 

Actions 
The user can do many different things to help the 
mother-to-be, including: 
•  Performing massage, applying a heat pack, or 

putting on music 
•  Holding hands, snuggling, or kissing 
•  Just saying something encouraging 
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①  Woman in labor	

②  Cervical dilation display (more dilated = 

closer to giving birth)	

③  Support display (are we being as helpful as 

the woman wants us to be?)	


④  Tiredness meter	

⑤  Pullout handles for contraction monitor, 

button bars, and Quit Game button	

⑥  Coping indicator (how is the woman feeling?)	


Bottom bar: categories of actions 
(relaxation; breathing exercises; 
changing positions, etc.)	


Top bar: actions in a category (shown: 
relaxation actions, such as music, 
aromatherapy, taking a shower)	


Each action has a “cooldown” (you can’t just keep doing massage all the time)	


Contractions are how labor progresses (by dilating the cervix and pushing the baby down the 
birth canal); here we can pull out a translucent panel to monitor contractions in real time, while 
still being able to see what’s going on in the game	


•  First time birth partners 
•  Lower-income communities 
•  Limited medical background; not much access to 

educational resources about childbirth 

•  Digital Birth uses a model of childbirth drawn from 
birth statistics for first-time mothers 

•  Many factors, such as duration of labor, are 
randomly generated on each playthrough 

•  The mother-to-be in Digital Birth has a randomly 
generated “personality”; she might enjoy touch and 
physical contact, but dislike music and noise — this 
influences how she responds to certain actions 


